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Mandy Rivers is the epitome of southern cooking! South Your Mouth recipes are easy to follow and

turn out perfectly every time. They are good enough for Sunday dinner and easy enough for any

time during the week.Mandy's stories and sense of humor are unique and entertaining! Her food

blog has become so popular, she was chosen by Food Network as one of the best cooks in

America, and asked to represent the South in the 2014 network series, America's Best Cook.

Whether its Baked Pimento Cheese or Fried Pork Chops with Country Gravy, Southern-Style

Collard Greens or Mama's Cornbread Dressing, the 200 recipes in this book are all kitchen-tested

and family-approved! South Your Mouth is a celebration of Mandy's irresistible southern recipes, as

well as her secrets for turning a so-so recipe into a SO AH-MAZ-ING! dish you'll be proud to serve.

Her down-to-earth recipes and easy-going southern style will have you cooking and laughing at the

same time! It's time to South Your Mouth, y'all! Delicious, down-home southern cooking has never

tasted so good!
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Tasty, fun and simple, taking the "blah blah blah" out of recipes and bringing them to life. Mandy

Rivers put her "South Your Mouth" blog to paper and it's a treat! Classic Southern recipes from her

mama and recipes she developed herself, there is plenty of good ol' home cookin' going on.Shrimp

& Grits (yes, please), Sweet Chili Glazed Smoked Pork Chops (omg), Southern-Style Collard

Greens (okay, collards and I don't get along, but my grandmother would have no arguments with

Mandy's presentation). Not to mention real Southern Green Beans, Charleston Crab Cakes,

Daddy's Fish Nuggets, Skillet Cornbread ... all the classics and then some. If you're shopping for



something fun and inspiring, enjoy!

My store carries this cookbook, so I have had ample time to peruse it. The recipes are unpretentious

and sound delicious. I have already tried "Smothered Cheesy Chicken" and it was a big hit. The

introductions to the recipes and sometimes the recipes themselves are humorous, informative, and

written with an irreverent spin. Easy and breezy, this cookbook is lots of fun and, by the way,

beautifully photographed.

I purchased this book and LOVE it!The recipes are simple, southern cooking. If you are from the

North and want to try some southern favorites than this book is perfect! The recipe for squash

casserole was better than my mom's! :) Great job on this book Mandy!!!

I've been anxiously awaiting this cookbook and was THRILLED to receive it! In addition to the fun

twists on classic recipes, Mandy's stories keep me giggling. We've already started working our way

through the recipes and everything has been a hit. I'm happy to have such a beautifully crafted

extension of the South Your Mouth blog, which is my family's go-to website for solid, crowd-pleasing

recipes. Can't wait for volume 2!!!

I absolutely LOVE this cookbook! The recipes are awesome, and easy to follow. I need something

delish and also easy for a amateur cook like me! My husband was quite impressed with my shrimp

and Grits!!! Not only do I love the recipes but also the stories that go along with each one! I can't

wait to make them all!! You will LOVE this cookbook!! WORKTH EVERY PENNY!

I am a full-time working mother to 2 very active girls. I also CANNOT cook. It's just not in my blood. I

hate cookbooks because they always use 95 ingredients that I've never heard of and take 4 hours

to prepare. This momma ain't got time for that!! With that being said, I LOVE this cookbook!! The

recipes are easy to understand, easy to follow and I can buy all of the ingredients at my local

grocery store. I am able to put a good dinner on the table before rushing out the door to 2 different

cheer practices on 2 different sides of town. I also love the little snip-its that Mandy includes with the

recipes. This book is actually enjoyable to just read!! If you're looking for a new recipe to use your

1802 butter churn, this probably isn't the best book for you. If you're like me, looking for something

quick and simple to prepare for dinner, this is it!! Working moms around the world applaud you,

Mandy! Well done!!



LOVE this cookbook! The author delivers great recipes that my family eats and that I am proud to

serve to guests. I've been a fan of the South Your Mouth blog forever and could not wait to get my

hands on this! I've made Mandy's recipes for parties, I've delivered her meals to friends that have

just had babies, and always receive rave reviews! Some of our favorites are the crack dip, cowboy

beans, the flat, broke and busted potatoes, chicken wings, chicken and dumplings, smothered pork

chops, and peach cobbler!

I absolutely LOVE MANDY RIVERS !!!!!!! I originally found her on Pinterest. So funny ! I have made

some of her recipes already !I sure would love to meet this lively, funny, caring, busy, beautiful lady

!!!!!!!!!!!!
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